The Inter Kingdom Combat Archery Competition

The Inter Kingdom Combat Archery Competition, IKCAC for short, is a target competition shot with combat gear, which provides the combat archer of the SCA with an opportunity to compete with other archers from all Kingdoms of the Known World. It also provides an SCA wide standard of comparison for combat archery skills.

The IKCAC, unlike the IKAC, consists of only one division. The starting date is 1 February and the ending date is December 1. As in the IKAC, each Kingdom's score is made up of the average of the top 3 scorers, and medallions are awarded to the top 3 archers of the winning Kingdom. As with the IKAC, all participants' scores are shown on the Scores page, allowing each archer to track their progress and compare themselves with other archers in the Knowne World.

There are very specific rules for the IKCAC, please make sure to read the rules on the IKCAC rules page. On that page you can also see a drawing and picture for the IKCAC typical target.

To ease and assist recording the scores at the range this Score Sheet has been developed in Excel, or this Score Sheet in PDF. Details on building a the IKCAC target can be found here.

For the final official standings of all previous seasons for the IKCAC see this page.

What is the 'Easy to Remember' address for this site?

Well you always have the option of bookmarking almost any page. But, the easy to remember address for this site is: http://scores-sca.org/ikac

Other useful sites

Official Society Archery Rules
SCA Archery Home page

Shoot Well!!

Lorenzo il Confuso